dirty ecologies

designing anthropocenic humus for the earthbounds

we are going to explore the urban jungle, industrial estate, agricultural land, and nature conservation areas up and down the pit slopes and in the water. by viewing the limestone pits, oil refinery and landfill as an ‘anthropocenic humus’, we ask ourselves: How can we design an integrated and aesthetic meshwork to reclaim the site for all ‘Earthbounds’.

23rd - 30th August 2019 at Hannover - Misburg (Germany)

ENSP Versailles _École Nationale Supérieure de Paysage Versailles/Marseille
LUH _Leibniz Universität Hannover_Fakultät für Architektur und Landschaft
ECA / ESALA _The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh College of Art
AUA / AAA _Amsterdam University of the Arts_Amsterdam Academy of Architecture
UPC / ETSAB + ESAB _Universitat Politécnica de Catalunya

Peking University / RMIT Melbourne / Ljubljana University / Aalto University

Martin Prominski and Kendra Busche (LUH)
Prof. Luis Maldonado Rius (MBLandArch / UPC)

3 places for current MBLandArch students

350€ _The cost includes accommodation and breakfast as well as a guided tours, arrival and closing BBQ, prints and material. The fee does not include personnel travel to Hannover neither public transport, lunch and dinners. Selected candidates will have to pay before 30th June.

no credits for non EMiLA students

Workshop will be in English. Students will work in international groups assisted by the different teachers. English B1 Level required, certificate if available.

9th June 2019
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